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UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE. 
MAX GARBEL, or CHICAGO, ILLINoIS. 

TYPE-WRITIN MACENE. 

1305,893. 
Application filed May 2, 1918, 

To all whom it may concern. - 
Be it known that I, MAX (ARBEL, a citizen 

of the United States, residing at Chicago, 
in the county of Cook and State of Illinois, 
have invented certain new and useful In 
provements in Type-Writing Machines, of 
which the following is a full, clear, and ex 
act description. 
The invention relates to improvements il) 

a typewriting machine and particularly to 
an improved form of type bar action for a 
typewriting machine. 

It is the primary object of the invention 
to provide an improved form of type bar 
action adapted for use in Small Writing na 
chines of a compact form commonly called 
portable machines. Such machines differ 
in construction from, the standard office ma 
chines in that it is desirable that the mech 
anism be so arranged that the machine will 
occupy a minimum amount of space when it 
is desired to carry the same as baggage by 
travelers, persons engaged in military service 
and the like. 
The invention is applicable to typebar ac 

tions in which the typebars reciprocate, kls 
distinguished from actions in which the type. 
bars are pivoted. Heretofore typeba's of 
the reciprocating type have been operated 
from their corresponding key levers through 
intern ediate levers and link connections or 
sliding connections. Sliding connections re 
sult in a sluggish action due to friction and the difficulty of properly lubricating the 
slides. frtermediate levels, or sub-levers 
connected with reciprocating typebar's 
through link or sliding connections have 
commonly necessitated the use of sub-levers 
or intermediate level's of considerable length 
in order to get the necessary degree of throw 
to properly operate the typebars. This hus 
resulted in a machine of considerable height 
because of the necessary separation of key 
levers and typebars to accommodate the in 
termediate lever mechanism. 

It is an object of the invention to provide 
a segmental gear connection with each of the type-bars, the segmental gear being ac 
tuated by a suitable connection with the cor responding key levers whereby the maxi 
mum degree of throw may be imparted to 
the typebars from the key levers with a 
minimum degree of normal separation be 
tween type-bar and key lever, resulting in a 
compact machine. 
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It is a further object of time invention to 
ye a form, of rolling support and guide 

ol' the tail end of the type-bar, thus making 
it possible to dispense with the usual lower 
tail end guides on reciprocating type bar 
constructions and making it possible to use 
a much shorter type-bar, and still obtain 
the maxiIIllum amount of throw, while at the 
same time securing a decided advantage not 
only in compactness but also in ease of op 
eration due to the elimination of unnecessary 
friction of all sliding connections which are 
dispel}sed with iii. Iny construction. 

ther objects of the invention will appear 
from the following specification which is di 
rected to the preferred embodiment of my 
invention as shown in the drawings forming 
a part of the specification and pointed out 
more particularly in the appended claims. 
In the said drawings Figure 1 is a top plan 

View showing the arrangement of the parts 
associated with the type bar action of my 
}lachine with parts of the machine main 
frame and platen broken away. 

lig. 2 is a detail sectional view through 
the Blithine taken approximately on line 
2-2 of Fig. 1. In this view parts of the 
calliage for supporting the platen and for 
shifting sane are omitted as the same forms 
no part of the iuvention. 

Fig. 3 is a l'taken detail sectional view 
illustrating the construction of the type bar 
action, the view being taken approximately 
on line 3-3 of Fig. 2. 
The invention is preferably incorporated 

into a construction having a main support 
ing frame of special and irregular construc 
tion as indicated by the reference character 
10. This frame is preferably of integral 
construction and the side portions of the 
frame are designated by the reference char 
acter 10, the back side of the frame at 10 
and the fivont at 10°. The frame is pro 
vided with four or more downwardly ex 
tending projections or legs 10 by which the 
machine may be supported upon a flat sur 
face as upon a table top. 11 designates gen 
erally the platen of the ordinary cylindrical 
form. It will be understood that the platen 
will be supported in the ordinary manner 
upon a carriage of any desired construction 
mounted upon the main frame 10. No car 
riage is shown in the drawing as this forms 
no part of the present ilvention. 
Coöperating with the platen 11 are the 
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s: circle to conform with the circular 

printing types 12, the latter being secured 
to and forming a part of the composite type 
bars which are designated generally by the 
reference character f: and are arranged in 
a type bar frame on the upper side of the 
machine above the main frame 10, the ar 
rangement of the type bars being preferably 
in the form of a segment of a circle with the 
longitudinal axis of each of the type bars 
12 intersecting the printing surface of the 
platen at the normal printing point which is 
designated by the reference character 11", 
(Figs. 1 and 2). The composite type bars 
12 preferably consist of the type members 
12 extending vertically and provided with 
three printing characters as designated by 
the reference characters 12, 12° and 12". 
The type members 12 are each secured to 
the body portion of the type bar which is 
designated generally by the reference char 
acter 12, Fig. 2, and consists preferably 
of an irregular metal stamping having a 
main body portion in the general form 
of a rectangle, the central part of the botly 
portion being cut away for lightness. The 
body portion 12 of the type bar has an 
extension from the rectangular portion 
which is designated in Fig. 2 by the ref. 
erence character 12, the latter being in 
the form of a toothed rack bur, the teeth 
being designated by the reference character 
125. The toothed rack bar portion 12 of 
the type bar 12 is normally in engagement 
with a segmental toothed bell crank lever 
designated generally by the reference chair 
acter 13, the teeth of the segment or gear 
thereon being designated at 13". The rack 
portion 12 of the type bar therefore rests 
normally upon the toothec segmental por 
tion or gear of the bell crank lever 13 and 
is carried thereby, while the forward end of 
the type bar is carried upon the surface of a 
late 14, which is supported upon the frame 

15 which carries the type bar action. That 
is to say the lower extremity of the forward 
end of the type bar has frictional engage 
inent with the top surface of the plate 14 
but is guided in its reciprocating movement 
to and fron the printing surface of the 
platen in order to insure contact at the nor 
mal printing point by reason of the fact 
that the separated body portions 12 and 
16 of the type bar are guide in vertical 
slots in a comb or guide rhember which is 
designated generally by the reference char 
acter 16 and is secured as indicated by the 
screws 17 to the type bar action supporting 
frame 15 (see Fig. 2). The slotted coll: 
or guide member 16 is curved in the arc if 

r 

rangement of the type bar actions by which 
each of the printing faces ... if the type bal's 
are caused to impinge upon or strike the 
normal printing point upon the surface of 
the platen. It should be here noted as will 

platen at the normal printing point. 

1805,893 

be apparent from an inspection of the top 
plan view of the type portions of the vari 
ous type bars 12 as shown in the top plan 
view of Fig. 1 that the printing faces of 
each of the type are so constructed that the 
printing face of each type is arranged par 
allel with the printing face of the platen re. 
gardless of the angle at which the type bar 
and the type thereon moves to engage the 

The 
type members 12" are caused to extend some 
distance above the upper branch 12 of the 
type bar in order to form a suitable portion 
for contact with the cushioning member 18 
as showri in both Figs. 1 and 2. This cush 
ion may be of felt or other suitable cush 
ioning material and secured to the concavely 
curved face of the plate 19 secured%as indi 
cated by, screws 20 to the upper portion 21 
of the type bar action frame. Each of the 
type bar members 12 will therefore nor 
nally rest against the cushioning part 18 
which will also absorb any tendency to vi 
bration on the part of the type bar action 
upon the return or retraction of the type bar 
action after contact with the printing face 
of the platen. 

prefer to extend the lower edge of the 
plate 19 below the frame 21 as shown in 
Fig. 2 thereby forming an upper retaining 
ledge for coöperating with the upper sur 
face or edges of the type bars 12 for pre 
venting any tendency on the part of the 
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type bar to rise at the forward or printing . 
end. At the front side of the curved frame 
21 I secure by suitable screws as indicated 
at 22 an additional type bar guide plate 
23, a portion of which is shown in detail 
in Fig. 3. This guide plate 23 is of special 
construction being notched as indicated at 
23 to receive a coöperating portion at the 
upper edge of each of the type bars 12. The 
lody portions 12 of the type bars which 
are provided with the toothed rack portions 
128 have attached to them on each side by 
neans of rivets 12" spaced plates 12. The 
plates 12' are secured to the rack portions 
12 of the type bars So that along the upper 
edge of the type bar about one sixteenth 
of an inch of the body of the type bar mem 
ber 12 projects above the upper edges of 
the side plates 12'. This projection of the 
type bar member 12 is preferably just a 
trifle more than the depth of the slots or 
notches 23 in the guide curved member 23 
so that the member 12 only engages with 
the plate and the side members of the type 
bar clear the guide pate. The plates 12 
are preferably allowed to extend a short 
distance below the lower extremities of the 
teeth 12* of the rack on the type bar. The 
segmental toothed portion of the sub-lever 
or bell crank 13 having the teeth 13 for 
cooperating with the teeth of the type bar 
is also provided with curved side plates 
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13, one on each side of the segmental 
tooted portion, these being likewise secured 
to the bell crank lever by rivets 13". The 
it range ent of the plates 13" upon the sub 
s 13 together with the plates 12 it on 

it... i. it lars, it will be seen, is such that 
th; six lites are normally in engagellent 
viii each other throughout all relative 
} |(} veinent of the parts so that there is no 
terriency for the teeth of the type bar racks 
to rice upon the teeth of the segments of the 
be crank or sub-levers 13 as the weight 
of the type bars will be carried upon the 
curved upper surface of the plates 13, thus 
affording a rolling action and avoiding 
friction since proper meshing of the teeth. 
of the gears will be insured at all times 
wit i? it any tendency for the teeth of the 
gears by reason of wear or any shifting of 
relation to get out of proper mesh, thus 
insuring uniformity of coöperation between 
the its and easy action at all times 
throughout the life of the machine since 
the plates 12 and 13 may obviously be con 
structed so as to preclude the possibility 
of ::ty considerable variation in the mesh 
it g of the gears due to wear of the parts. 
{ }\ j} isly each of the longitudinal movable 
ty he bars 12 will have a coöperating sub 
lever or gear segment 13 as illustrated in 
iigs. 2 and 3. The gear segments or sub 
lever's 13 are arranged in the are of a cir 
('ie Jeing stipported in the slotted segment 
frause 3), which is secured by screws 31 
to the front curved edge of the type bar 
action supporting frame 15. The gear seg 
Jie is sub-layer's 13 are secured on the 
c nation curved pivot pin or wire 32 in 
tis: streaf. 30. Links 33 connect arms 13 
of the still-lever or segments 13 with key 
evers, 34 which are pivoted at 35 to the 
anaian fi : )he 10. 

it will be seen that when an operator de 
presses one of the keys 34 and the corre 
sponding key lever 34 the pull of the link 
33 will rock the sub-lever or segment 13 
to the position shown in dotted lines in 
Fig. 2, which will result in the longitudinal 
is ovement of the type bar 12 to the posi 

i joi! of the type bar also shown in dotted 
iines in Fig. 2 where the printing face 12" 
of the type bar will contact with the print 
if oit 1' on the platen. The key level's 
: are held in their normal or elevated po 
sition sit) will full lines in Fig. 2 by ineans 
of satitable compression springs 37 inter 
{}sed i)etween the levers and the support 

is lar 38 shown in section in Fig.2 as 
attached to the main frame 10. The springs 
3 are ladie adjustable by means of screws 
and the compression power of the springs 
may be adjusted to return the type bar and 
its operating mechanism to the normal or 
i' tracted position as shown in full lines 
in Fig. 2 after being operated to the print 

ing position. A type guide as indicated by 
the reference character (). Figs, 1 and 2 
is ''f''': y Ciil) ye roperly posi 
tion the 'it is it's whein the type lars 
it "(; actiiatt's the liitting losition. +1 
is a five sii ta' (sitioned so as to be 
a 'i. Lateti is tie in veilief of aly one of 
the key level's for the lose of operating. 
the carriage'. 'sk'it': 'Int, in the usual man 
nei in it acilities of this character. 42 is 
the usual space iar connected through le 
vers 43 with the carriage escapement of 
the machine in the usual or any desired 
nail ner. () is a covering plate which may 
be conveniently arranged as a shield over 
the top of the machine covering the type 
bar actions to airy extent desired, and at 
the same title may be utilized for apply 
ing the naiale of the achine thereto or for 
ol' inental ilurposes. 
With the improved form of type bar ac 

tion herein shown, described and claimed 
I am enabled to construct a machine hav 
ing the capabilities of standard full sized 
lilachines both as to ease of operation and 
cap: city, fr doing the lost difficult work 
that is obtainable in any of the standard 
sized machines and at the saline time keep 
ing the size of the machine within the lim 
its were it will or lily one third or even 
less that (i.e. iii'i of the space ordinarily 
occupied by 'tha is typewriting machines 
of stanical design. 

In order that this in v (lition might be un 
(let's it the details of the preferred en 
boiline it have been set orth lit it is not 
desire? to it. iiii; it to the exact details of 
the type : " : it it i: show for it will be ap 
part it that leisins skilled in the art may 
Ya 'y the coilst it 1 it within certain inits 
witholt (lepating from the purpose and 
sitt. {}f tie in \{ i ti (1. 

I jail : 
1. In a type bit action for typewriting 

machines, the collination with a longitudi 
n: lily reciprocalle type lar provided with a 
lack consisting of : li "ality of teeth con 
secutively and lorizontally arranged along 
one side of the type ::1, a key lever, a 
pivoted still-ies 'i' iro sitei with a carved 
toiled segment: ; ) ilion engaging the 
teeth (if lack in the type lar, a station 
arly guite a clia '4't lie toothed potion of 
the type }} i fi : ' ' ' ' ' ig at era nove 
ment thereof, Coöperating lineans on the sub 
lever and type bar adjacent the engaging 
politions there(if for preventing laterial rela 
tive invenient betweet the said sib-lever 
and type bar, and means for operatively 
connecting the key liver with the sul-love. 

2. In a type ba' action for typewriting 
machines, this crimination with a longitudi 
inally no vable sile bar provided with a 
toothed rack portion, a guide plate secured 
to the toothed rack portion of the type bar 
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a dia', a fic fi : i: ; ; ; ; ; , ; ; ; \* tell key 
he ve. . ; liv ( - ". si-ji: , ; ; ; ' \idi' with a 
cive frt the st'gental (it is 11 gaging 
the feet it is 1:1 (k. k. i tie type lar, a 
('live little stility i i is tie tootted seg 
incita: ) iiii if i iji Vited sui-lever al 
i: "It fi: i t . . . . . . ; ; ; ; ; it ug provided 
wit}} : . . . . . . . . . . ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; it t.) '' is perate 
with the it is ; ; ; ; is . . . . .ht to it hect 
I'lik it fit in is is !', litt nea is for 
inacting the key is vis' with the sib-lever 

for act taufig ties : iii tie type bar 
the 1}}{\ } e : i , , ; the key ever, 

3. it a ye is: : 'til fit typewriting 
with a longitutli 

fled with a 
iii:iii ties. i.i.e. li: i. 
naily to tails, is :(" 
1: 'k it () g; (ii' at ' ' ' 'e( t ) the 
twear I catch is ; ; ; ; lie stric to thei 
portion there f : . . . . . st; iiially inclosing 
this tect wit is int: therebe 
tween. : jivi tec s!! rt will di with a 
to the ses; it gaging the 
fe: ; the fir: i.e. '; cf. , 'tii: ; f the 
tie : 1. ' ' ' , , it is lates st-caret on 
(): site sity- is it is the seriental For 
tiin. If sti-iv; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; a sing : 111 ved 
sitfit' - ali: it fi : * it silicit tales 

f its i ! : y "'gria is tile 
it'shii g if it Eli i v is lar : it 
s: ii ( ' ' ', ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; (; ; ; ; (if it the key 

wit: ; ; , s: for a tiating the 
latti : It is is it: tin ( ' ' lic of 
t ls. A i. 

! is is it is it writing 
ii, with it i?, gitalli 

31', 'it's with a 
jiv test key ever, 

is is i? ti -- it \{ } }} it with 3 c 1 \e 
it: tie -es: 1) eitial is 'tii in engaging the 
teeti in i lie : ; ; ; ; ; ; ; , i.e.: is for 

treeting it is , , it v. vii. ft. slit-lever 
for at 1:it is tie : it ('i and tie type bai' 
trilir, ; ; ; 4) \; i, its key ever, and 
area: for the tertaii is i is tileshing of the 
teeth is tie is c : " : it the teeth of the 
s' live i t i-fi t; ii) ta; x ition of the 
sui-leve trilis; it: , ); iii (f spaced plates 
secured active it fit the portion of the 
type is: I in : :::ii' f : {{rating elved 
-lated lites sect''. tii: "ent the tootled 
segre it: ; it it is , , f its st-ever. 
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5. In a type bar action for typewriting 
machines the combination with a longitudi 
naily reciprocable type bar provided with a 
toothed 'ack portion at one end and a type 
bearing portion at the other end, a station 
aly guide for the bar adjacent the type bear 
ing end, a key lever, a pivoted sub-lever pro 
vided with a curved toothed segmental por 
tion in engagement with the under side of . 
the toothed 'ack portion of the type bar 
and coöperating means on the type bar an 
the toothed segmental portion of the sub 
lever whereby to afford a rolling support 
for the toothel end of the rack bar, and 
means for operably connecting the key lever 
with the sub-lever. 

(5. In a type bar action for typewriting 
ruachines the combination with a plurality 
of longitudinally reciprocable type bars 
each provided with toothed racks consisting 
of a plurality of teeth consecutively and 
horizontally arranged along one side of the 
typc bar, the type bars being arranged 
radially in a common plane and having 
suitable gliding devices whereby upon the 
recirocation of each of the type bars the 
printing face thereof will intersect a com 
mon printing point, pivoted key levers and 
pivot et sub-level's corresponding with each 
of the said type bars, the said sub-levers 
being each provided with a toothed seg 
mental portion engaging the toothed portion 
of the type bai's, means for connecting each 
of the type bai's with its corresponding 
still-lever whereby the actuation of the key 
} \'t will move the sub-lever and the type 
ly: I’, means providing a sliding support for 
the longitudinally reciprocable type bars 
near their ends provided with type, and co 
operating means on the said toothed seg 
aliental portions of the sub-levers and the 
toothed rack portions of the type bars 
whereby the toothed ends of the type bars 
have a rolling engagement with and are 
carried by the toothed segmental portions of 
the sub-levers. 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 
name to this specification, in the presence 
of two subscribing witnesses on this 26th 
day of April, A. D. 1918. 

MAX GARBEL. 
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